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ABSTRACT
Women education in India has a major preoccupation of both the govt. and civil society as educated women can play and very important role in the development of the country. Education is milestone of women empowerment because it enable them to response to the challenges, to confront their tradition role and change their life. So that we can't neglect the importance of education in reference to women empowerment in India poised to becoming superpower in recent year. Education also inequalities and function as a means of improving their status within the family and develops the concept of participations.

Education is an essential means of empowering women with the knowledge; skill & self confidence necessary to fully participate win the development process. Sustainable when women & men enjoy equal opportunities to reach their potential.
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INTRODUCTION
Women empowerment is a global issue & discussion on women political right or at the pure front of many formal & informal campaigns worldwide.

If you educate a man you educate of individual, however, if you educate a woman educate a whole family women empowered means mother India empowered.

Women constitute almost half of the population in the world. But the hegemonic masculine ideology made them suffer a clot as they were denied equal opportunities in different parts of the world. The rise of feminist aides has, however led to the tremendous empowerment of women's conditions throughout the world in recent times. Access to education has been one of the most pressing demands of these women's rights movement. Women education in India has also been a major preoccupation of both the government ans civil society as educated women can play a very important role in the development of the country.

IMPORTANCE OF THE WOMEN
Education - Women Education is the most important. She is the development of the mentally behavior personality of means modification of behavior the every aspect such as a mentality outlook, attitude etc. Educated women not only promoted education of their only of on Children girls, but also can provided better guidance to all their children.

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT THROUGH EDUCATION
Women education in India plays a very important role in the overall development of half of the human resources, but is a global issue & discussion on women political right. Women empowerment because it enables them to respondents to the challenges, to front their traditional role change their life.
As per united national development fund for women (UNIFEM) term women's empowerment mean :

- Acquiring knowledge & understanding of gender relations & the ways in which this relation may be changed.
- Developing a sense of self - worth belief in one's ability to secure desired changes & the right to control one's life.
- Gaining the ability to generate choice exercise bargaining power.
- Developing the ability to organized & influences the direction of social change to create a more just social & economics order, nationally & internationally.

Thus empowerment means a psychological sense of personal control social influences, political power & legal rights. It is a multi level construct referring to individual, organizations & community. It is a n international, ongoing process central in the local community involving mutual respect, critical reflection caring group participation, through which people clacking and equal share. Women's participation may be used both for support by an agency and as a control device by the law makers. Participation may be direct or indirect formal or informal: It may be political, social or administrative in nature women participation in Panchayat Raj Institutions may take many forms.

**IMPOWERMENT -**

Saving aware plane, lifting people out of poverty advancing economic growth. It turns out the advancing equal opportunity & economic empowerment is both morally right & good economics. I think it's great when women talk about things. I m all about female empowerment comes from within & typically it's stemmed & fostered by self assurance. Being a mother gives you an incredible feeling of empowerment upon thing if a can go through such pains & that level of sleep & still operate & not be grumpy you can do anything. It can be quite scary you cant function your brain, forget your vocabulary. The process of spotting fear of refusing to obey it is the source of all true empowerment.

**CONCLUSION -**

Women play an imperative role in making a nation progressive and guide it towards development essential possessions of a lively humanity required for national improvement women in our country. giving education to them must be a pre-occupation. Education also brings a reduction in equalities and functions as a mean of improving their status. Education also brings a reduction to encourage he education. Knowledge and education the idea of participation in government.
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